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Special Features and EffectsHosted by Sheepy and a cast of global and 
local agents, your visitors will become 
agents of change and prepare themselves 
to champion climate change action in their 
lives and their communities.

Science North’s next-generation object theater is here!

  How the process of science helps us understand our changing planet
  Every individual is currently effecting and is being affected by 
climate changes

  Even as individuals, we can be a part of global action to bring  
about solutions

Your audience will come away knowing:

Audiences direct the course of the show 
using their personal tablets to analyze the 
ongoing impacts of climate change through 
real data, while exploring actions to make 
change happen.

 Custom animation and video 
 Individual audience interaction touch screens 
 Customizable content to showcase your local climate change stories
 Fully immersive set environment 
 Authentic science objects
 Models of current climate data
 Multiple screens, including a ‘sky-screen’
 Environmental storm, wind and rain effects
 Infrared audience camera 

The Climate Action Show is a unique, multimedia installation that 
combines media technologies, real objects, theatrical effects and 
custom environment to create a memorable, educational,  
and entertaining experience.

Agent Felicity
Building on the success of previous versions of Science North’s award-
winning climate change object theaters, this immersive multimedia 
theater empowers your visitors of all ages to become Agents of Climate  
Change Action!

Follow us on 
social media

Object theaters are ideal   

 for those seeking a high 

 impact way to connect  

 and communicate with 

their audiences.

Agent Felicity

Agent Sheepy
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